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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Decooda International Inc. Acquires CX Workout Platform
Boston, MA (February 27, 2020),
We are excited to announce that Decooda International Inc. of Atlanta Georgia has acquired the CX Workout software platform
from the Service Profit Chain Institute, adding the robust Journey Mapping and Journey Optimization capabilities of the CX
Workout platform to Decooda’s already powerful and scalable CX I.Q.™ cloud solution. CX I.Q.™ goes well beyond simple NPS
and CSAT scores by linking the topics customers discuss with their associated emotions and cognitive states, so companies can
leverage the true unfiltered voice of the customer in the co-creation of exceptional journey experiences to generate loyalty and
profitable returns.
Joe Wheeler, CX Workout President said, “We believe this combination with Decooda will set a new standard in our industry.”
Mr. Wheeler will join Decooda as the EVP of CX and Engagement Products.
“With CX Workout, we are now able to extend our ability to deliver the indisputable empirical evidence that companies are
now demanding into the journey design and optimization process,” said David Johnson, Decooda’s CEO. “In today’s data rich
and insight poor world, clients have hit the tipping point. They’ve heard all of the over-stated claims and they have a laundry
list of unfulfilled promises. They are demanding that someone tell them something they don’t already know – and we can do
that.”
About CX Workout
CX Workout is the world’s first SaaS-based journey mapping software platform, enabling true customer co-creation, removing
the traditional friction associated with co-designing solutions with customers, resulting in higher impact customer-driven
innovation. CX Workout allows you to deeply understand, with the click of your mouse, exactly what is happening at any point
in your customers’ journey. Customers bring their journey to life with videos and photos of their actual experience; you see
their reactions; hear their voices; capture their emotions and learn their ideas for improvement; all right at your fingertips.
About Decooda
Decooda International, Inc. is a rapidly growing cognitive intelligence company that offers AI-powered genius software, APIs
and services to precisely identify the outwardly facing organizational behaviors that impact customers most, so their clients
always know exactly what to do next with certainty. Decooda achieves these unique insights by leveraging CORE TM, the
Cognitive Intelligence State Machine that is based on a combination of cutting edge linguistic-cognitive analytics, machine
learning, deep learning and AI approaches to create creative applications like CX I.Q.
Founded in 2010, Decooda works with some of the biggest brands in the world, including Principal Financial Group,
CVSHealth, and Proctor & Gamble.
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